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Tulip Time and Tourists
Arrive in Full Force Again
traditional Festival opener, the
street scrubbing ceremonies on
Wednesday. At that time, the
mayor and town council inspected the streets and, finding them
dirty, ordered them to be scrubbed. In addition to Governor
Romney, some 300 costumed
townfolk carrying shoulder yokes
with pails of water, brushes and
willow brooms engaged in this
rite. Klompen dancers and the
Folk Parade followed the ceremony.
Thursday featured the Children's Parade; Friday evening
will offer the Parade of Barbershop Quartets. Saturday begins
with a Baton Twirling Contest
and closes with a Square Dance.
The Parade of Bands is the most
frolicsome event of the day, with
over 40 bands marching. Some
20 floats will enter the parade,
including APO's " L a m p of
Learning" which will explode
down Eighth Street. Some Hope
students will be seen driving new
Oldsmobiles amid the parade's
merriment. On Sunday, the Chapel Choir will present its final
concert of the year in conjunction with the holiday at 3:00 p.m.
in the Chapel.
Flower and art shows taking
place around town are listed in
the Tulip Time brochures available around town. Throughout the
week. Little Netherlands, complete with windmills, canals and
a quaint house, will display tra-|
ditional Dutch life.
Next year, if the plans of'
townsman Carter Brown and his!
(Continued on page 2)

by Kristin Blank
Miss Emma M. Reeverts, Dean
of Women since 1947, will retire
this June. She will be honored at
a tea sponsored by AWS for all
college women on Sunday, May
26, 3:30-5:00 p.m. The tea will
also be in honor of Mrs. Delia
Steininger, assistant to the Dean,
who will retire at the end of this
year. Mrs. Steininger was the
first head resident at Durfee
Hall.
A graduate of Hope in 1920,
Miss Reeverts received her MA
from the University of Michigan
in 1935. Before coming to Hope,
she taught a few years in the
Middle West. In 1924 she became
instructor of English and later
principal of Annville Institute,
a secondary boarding school in
the mountains of eastern Kentucky.
In 1929 Miss Reeverts joined
the English faculty of Berea
College. She remained seventeen
years at this college, which was
established for young people of
the Southern Applachian area.

pose or capital grant totaling
$20,000 which is designated toward the construction of the pbysics-math building.
The Foundation has allotted
$820,000—about 33 per cent of
its total program—for the operating grants. Included among the
recipients are 465 accredited fouryear institutional members of all
the 41 state and regional liberal
arts college associations, all colleges belonging to the United
Negro College Fund, 86 member
institutions of the National Fund

A marker relating the history
of Hope College will be erected
on the local campus and unveiled
at a special "Heritage Convocation" to be held at 8 a.m., Friday, May 24, at the site on the
comer of 12th Street and College Avenue and in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
The marker will be placed on
the campus by the Michigan Historical Commission and the date
of unveiling coincides with Heritage Day of Michigan Week.
Participating in the convocation will be Dr. Winant Wichers
who will speak on the topic "Historical Highlights of Hope's Heritage."

for Medical Education and selected universities, science and
engineering institutes not otherwise assisted.
In commenting on thie majorpurpose grants Blough said, "Our
times require that many donors
come forward with reasonably
sustained unrestricted aid in dollar volume sufficient to insure
that ever higher standards of excellence may be pursued, that
creativity be encouraged and that
academic freedom be strengthened."

Rietberg to Enter Admissions
R o g e r Rietberg, Hope Coll lege
organist
and teacher for
over ten years,
I has been ap| pointed to the
position of associate director
w
of
admissions
I starting Sept. 1,
Rietberg
1963.
Rietberg, a Hope College graduate, will replace Robert Brown,
who will teach and counsel in the

J

It is to Berea, where she found
the work very challenging and
rewarding, that she will return
next year. She will be a p a n time Instructor of English at this
school which has an enrollment
approximately the same size as
Hope's.
Miss Reeverts first came to
Hope as an Associate Professor
of English in 1946. The following year she became Dean of
Women.
As Dean of Women, she has
been involved in personal counseling and supervision of women's residence halls. She has
served as advisor to several women's organizations.
One of Miss Reeverts' special
interests has been in the development and strengthening of
student government in the residence halls.
In 1961 Miss Reeverts saw the
fulfilment of years of hard work
and report-writing, when Alcor,
senior women's honor society, became a chapter of Mortar Board,

Historical Commission
to Present Hope Marker

US Steel Grant to Help Building Project
Hope College has been awarded two grants totaling $21,500 by
the United Steel Foundation, it
was announced today by Roger
Blough, board chairman of United States Steel, Inc.
The grants are part of a
$2,480,00 program of aid to education for 766 liberal arts colleges, universities and institutes,
and to 26 organizations dedicated to raising tYv quality of teaching and learning in America.
According to Blough, the Foundation's tenth anniversary program "marks a decade of effort
by the Trustees to enhance the
quality and service potential of
a broad segment of educational
institutions, organizations, and
special programs and projects."
The Foundation's grants fell into four major categories: 1) unrestricted operating grants to colleges, universities and institutes;
2) major-purpose or capital
grants; 3) aid to organizations
and projects for improvement of
educational methods and administration; and 4) graduate study
fellowship grants for universitychosen doctoral candidates.
Hope College was chosen to receive grants in the first two categories; an operating grant in the
amount of $1,500, and major-pur-
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Miss Reeverts to Retire

TULIP TIME GUESTS—Governor Romney and his wife Lenore came to Holland Wednesday for the opening festivities of
Tulip Time. Welcoming them to our fair city are Hope College
freshmen Judy Ernest, "Roses" Hekman, and Joan Wagnnm.

by Susan Spring
Have you noticed, while studying in the library afternoons,
a noise like an organ grinder's
music with twelve thousand chop
sticks clicking in time?
Or have you been awakened
from a nap to the sound of bands
warming up, or tourists standing beneath your window trying
to remember where they left
their car? Or been buying all of
your snacks and meals at Steve's
because it's the only place where
tourists (and the prices made
especially for them) aren't?
Well . . . "It's Tulip Time in
Holland Every Year in May." If
you dont' take the situation seriously yet, just try driving
through town and tourists in less
than an hour, or, better yet . . .
pick one of those little blossoms.
Way back in 1927, 75 years
a f t e r Holland was settled, the
Chamber of Commerce planted
tulips as a civic project to beautify the city. Because of the public response, 100,000 more bulbs
were sunk into the ground for the
next year and the Dutchmen began adding festivity to the blossoming time. Traditional costumes, as well as handmade
wooden shoes were seen on the
streets — and are now sold to
some 20,000 pairs of tourist feet
annually. High school girls were
taught Dutch folk dances and the
sound of "klompen," along with
the parades and bands rivaled
tulips for tourists' attention.
Throughout the week, nearly
300,000 visitors will observe the
festivities which began with the

Hope College, Holland, Michigan

guidance division of the psychology department.
Rietberg has been working with
the admissions office for several
years, going around the country
recruiting for the college. Dr.
John Hollenbach, acting president, said that the college is looking for an organist to replace
Rietberg.
Albert Timmer, head of the admissions office, will continue. He
has been in the position for nearly 40 years. '

Mr. Willard C. Wichers, President of the Michigan Historical
Commission and a member of the
Hope Board of Trustees will dedicate the marker.

National Senior Women's Honor
Society. The same year she was
made an Honorary member of
Mortar Board.
International Night, which was
formerly sponsored by Alcor and
is now sponsored by AWS, has
been a favorite project of the
Dean. She believes that this
event partially meets "the need
for better understanding and inc o n t i n u e d on page 4)

Band to Present
Outdoor Concert
The final concert of the Hope
College Band will be an outdoor
pop concert, Thursday, May 23, at
6:30 p.m. outside of Phelps Hall.
The band, under the direction
of Robert Cecil, will perform the
Royal Fireworks Music of Handel, Gliere's Russian Sailor's
Dance and songs of Cole Porter.
In addition, they will perform
some pieces by Beethoven and a
few marches.
P a r t of the program will be
presented by a Workshop Jazz
Sextet, featuring some original
selections. The sextet is composed of Dave Mott and Paul Lein,
saxophonists; Jim Ruffner, trumpetist; Dick Wolters, string bass;
Tom Wombwell, drummer and
Leonard Shirazpur, pianist. They
are members of the Hope College
Band who formed their own student group and have been rehearsing since December.

"Caligula" to Reveal Search
for Power, Self and Truth
Caligula, a spectacular production with cast of 26, a technical crew of over 40, a setting
35 feet long and Roman columns
12 feet high, will be presented by
the Hope College Theatre this
evning and Saturday evening at
8:30 p.m. in Snow Auditorium.
Caligula, a two act drama,
is written by the French absurdist, Albert Camus. As the play
opens, Caligula, Emperor o f
Rome, is overwhelmed by the
death of Drusilla, his sister and
mistress, from whom he discovers that "men die; and they are
not happy."
He wants to begin with truth
as he sees it, to tear away the
outward facade of lies and description. He kills and murders
and destroys, reveling in t h e sensuous release that he believes is
happiness. His happiness is illusory and his freedom brings
him loneliness and the anguish
of being a man.
Appearing in the title role is
B. J. Berghorst as Caligula;
Nancy Rees plays Caesonia, his
mistress; John deVelder, Lew
Scudder, and Vincent Kleyla take
the roles of Helicon, Cherea, and
Scipio respectively. Members of
the court most closely allied with
the Emperor are Dale Conklin, ,
Mel Andringa, Larry Haver- „
kamp, Gerrit Wolf, John Melichar and Bob Tigelaar.
Sam Welty plays the intendant; Abla Antar, the wife of
Mucins; Marsha Zamoida, Tracy
Fisher, Susan Hitt and Anna
Stonehill, women of the court; *
Donald Kardux and John Crozier,
guards; Kathy
Lenel, Julie

Blough and Sue Spring, slave
girls; .Richard DeVlaming, Metullus; Bruce Gillies, Tim Miner
and David Baas, poets.
Director of Caligula is David P. Karsten. James L. De
Young is technical director.
BERGHORST, REES
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Mouw Announces Senate Plans for Year,
Appoints Students to New Judiciary
President-elect David Mouw
has announced organization plans
for next year's Student Senate.
The largest innovation will be

Music Students
to Give Piano
Recital Soon
The piano class of Mrs. Iris
Robbert will present a piano recital Tuesday, May 21, at 8:15
p.m. in Snow Music Auditorium.
Mrs. Robbert is a part time
instructor at Hope.
Participating in the program
are Gayle Ruisard, performing
Beethoven's "Sonata, Op. 27, No.
2"; Evonne * Taylor, playing
Liszt's "Concert Etude" and
Kathleen Payne, playing Chopin's "Etude, Op. 10, No. 3."
In addition, Ellis Julien will
play Bach's "Sinfonia, No. 6;"
Li Chang will perform Debussy's
"Reflets dans I'eau;" and, Mary
Ann Hogenboom w i l l p l a y
Brahms' "Intermezzo, Op. 119
No.l" and "Rhapsody, Op. 79
No. 1."

the Student Court. Mouw appointed junior D i c k Vander
Borgh, head justice, with Arlene
Arends, Paul Bast, Ann Collins,
Jeffrey Eubank, Herbert Tillema and Karen Voskuil court
members. At this time, the group
is working out a proposed procedure of having individual justices specifically assigned to research each case instead of using
outside
informants. Working
within the group will keep the
procedure coordinated.
A second product of the newly
'"mobilized" group will be the
Intellectual Affairs Committee,
headed by David Hollenbach and
Linda Walvoord. The committee's
duties lie in three areas: investigating the possibilities of student counseling, re-evaluating
and organizing another Lord of
the Flies type of activity and
presenting important national issues for any reaction by the Senate.

SENIORS: If you want your
Milestone mailed to an address
different than the one in the roster, please leave your name and
address in the mail room in Van
Raalte or you can leave it with
Marilyn De Witt in Durfee. This
must be done before May 23, according to editors Jan Blom and
Ruth Van Witzenberg.
SAVAGE: Those students who
have borrowed books, paperbacks, pictures, records r furniture, rugs and can openers from
Dr. Edward Savage, please return these before the end of the
college year.
TEACH: Those sophomores
and juniors interested in college
teaching as a career should ask
their major advisor for a copy of
the bulletin prepared for this
purpose, and should discuss this
interest with their advisors.
Freshmen interested in this can
secure a bulletin at Dr. Hollenbach's office.
CLASSICS: At a special meeting held May 14, the Classics
club elected officers for the coming year. They are: president,
E a r l Johnson; vice-president,
Conrad De Master; secretarytreasurer, Linda Notto; and publicity manager, Anne Hutchinson.
TRANSFERS: Students transferring from Hope College should
leave 25 cents and their name and
address with the Milestone office
in order to receive their Milestones.
FRENCH: L a s t week Dr.
Ralph Perry and Miss Nella
Meyer of the French department
and students Jacob Ngwa and

Other committees and their
chairmen include: social committee, Peter Paulsen and Ann Collins; Homecoming, Ron Mulder
and Arlene Beimers; Pull, James
Wiegerink and Bonnie Wissink;
Sing, Fred Wezeman and Linda
DeWitt; Nykerk, Norie Vandenberg and Hope Beckering; Mom
and Dad's Day, Ann Gardner and
Bill Van Hoven.

Mrs.
Helen
K a r s t e n , instructor in piano, will retire
at the end of
this year after
35 years with
the Hope College Music Department.
Mrs. Karsten
studitd at the

Karsten plan some travel and also expect to spend more time
with their two sons, David, who

American Conservatory in Chicago for three years, then studied piano, organ and composition privately with artist teachers. She came to Holland, Mr.
Karsten's home town, in 1926.

Plans are now being made for
next year's French House and
Spanish Corridor.
The French House will be located in the present Frater
House on College Avenue and
will provide living quarters for
ten girls. These girls include Mara Andersons, Anne Blocksma,
Pamela Dykstra, Mary Hakken,
Maren Kiefer, Jennifer McGilvray, Anita Schwallbach, Carole
Timkovitch, Mary Vandenberg
and Barbara Warren.

Karsten

Carole Timkovitch went to Grand
Rapids to hear Marc Blancpain,
director of the Alliance Francaise
in Paris, speak on the "Developments in French Literature since
WW II." The speech was sponsored by the French Society in
Michigan and was given in
French.
ALBION: Albion College coeds living in campus housing voted 296 to 208 last week against
a proposal to permit smoking in
women's residence halls.
PHI ALPHA THETA: Dick
Vanderborgh, junior from West
Sayville, N. Y., was elected president of this honorary history
fraternity for the coming year.
Other newly elected officers include: Blaine McKinley, vicepresident; A1 Grams, historian;
Dr. David Powell, faculty sponsor; and Dr. Barlow, secretarytreasurer.
EXHIBITION: May 17-18 will
be the dates for an art exhibition
by Lemuel Patole of India. This
exhibition will be shown in the
Commons of Western Theological Seminary. The Commons will
be open from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m.

THE MARCH OF PROGRESS—Several weeks ago the anchor
reported that no sun-bathing would be allowed on the Durfee
roof. Rein Visscher has now, however, recognized the necessity of
the situation, and permitted the female sunworshipers to return
to the roof.

Karsten of Music Department to Retire

Junior class president-elect
Bob Anderson will be heading the
student union committee. Besides
organizing the Juliana Room
activities, this group will be responsible to continue plans toward an actual Student Union.
The freshman orientation com-

Late Snips and Short Snorts
by Paul Ransford

mittee, headed by Cosmopolitan
Bruce Neckers, is planning a
more effective, somewhat shorter
orientation period for new-comers. Upperclassmen will be encouraged to prod the freshman to
obey rules and to assure them of
the benefits of class unity and
identity from participating in
such activities as beanie-wearing.

In 1928, at the request of Dr.
Nykerk, yrthen President of Hope
College, Mrs. Karsten joined the
faculty here to teach piano, organ and music theory. She was
piano soloist when Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, the organ, and
the concert grand were dedicated.
She was accompanist for many
soloists and for many years
played for the college presentation of the Messiah, as well as
presenting many piano recitals
in the area.

Language Dwellings
to Aid Girls' Training

Those interested in Spanish
will be living in a corridor of one
of the women's dormitories —
probably in the new Gilmore
Hall. The seven girls living there
will be: Carol Boersma, Janet

A special member of the Michigan Federation of Music Clubs
and a member of its Past Presidents Assembly, Mrs. Karsten is
also a member of the Michigan
Music Teachers Association and
served on its State Board of
Certification. She was also a
charter member and a past president of the Holland Music Club.

Phone 392-3372

Complete Dinners
Banquets for 20 - 300
BRING YOUR DATE, PARENTS, OR FRIENDSI

I

(Special Dinners for 9Sc)
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GARMENT STORAGE
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE STORAGE PLAN

Coral Gables of Saugatuck

IL FORNO

EXPERT
PRESSING -

CLEANING -

• • RESTAURANT • •

REPAIRING

VAN DUREN TAILORS
College Ave. at 9th

Fine Foods

ARCADE
BEAUTI LOUNGE
Phone 396-3265

Gourmet Table

Open Daily Except Monday — 5:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Sunday — 1:00 p.m. • 10:00 p.m.
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MODEL LAUNDRY
IAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

and

A
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PLACE
TO
DINE

Zeeland

Smart Hair Styles at

MARGRET'S

Hine, Georgia Hinsman, Connie
Jones, Barbara Monmeyer, Susan
Mooy and Sara Ann Wagner.
While in these residences, the
girls are expected to speak respective languages all the time,
giving them an opportunity to
practice their conversation with
one another.

Van Raalte's Restaurant

Although retiring from Hope
College, Mrs. Karsten will continue to teach piano. She and Mr.
-

is director of theatre at Hope,
and Harold, Jr., who is an engineer in Ohio.

FrM Pickup tmd Delivery To All Dorm* And
Fraternity Home*

IL FORNO PIZZA

'The name that made PIZZA famous in Lansing
•

COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE

e Private Partial • Banquets • Receptions
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Hope Assists U of M
in Research Project
Four hundred Hope students
have been selected as participating contributors to a research
study in which five liberal arts
colleges in Michigan are cooperating with the University of
Michigan.
This week questionnaires were
distributed to those selected, with
the request that they spend about
45 minutes in responding. The
completed questionnaires will
then be returned in sealed envelopes to Dr. John Hollenbach, who
will forward them, still sealed, to
the project director, 0. Grey Austin, at the University of Michigan.
In all, over 1,600 students will

•c

A ED We lcomes
11 New Pre-Meds
at Frat Dinner
At the annual Spring Banquet
on May 9, Alpha Epsilon Delta,
welcomed 11 new members.
They are Joseph Solman, Robert De Young, I^onard Dorsy,
John Van Belois, David Mouw,
Loren Meengs, William Meengs,
Howard Norlin, Alan Robertson,
and Calvin Dykstra.
The honorary pre-medical f r a ternity also welcomed Dr. Norman Rieck of the Biology department as a honorary member.
Elected also at the same meeting were new officers for the
coming year: James Hawkins,
President; Howard Norlin, vicepresident; John Van Belois, corresponding secretary; Jean Van
De Polder, recording secretary;
and James Wiegerink, treasurer.

participate in the study. 1,200
will be graduating seniors of the
five colleges. The remainder will
be a random sample drawn from
the other three classes.
Faculty members also filled out
a different questionnaire.
The researchj^ojeot is-a.part
of the-WTchigan Scholars in Col
*ge Teaching Program, directe
lema
of the U of M, and coordinated
on the Hope campus by Dr. Hollenbach.
Sponsored by the Ford Foundation, the Michigan Scholars
Program helps qualified students
move toward college teaching careers by providing information,
special counseling opportunities
for independent study and teaching experiences and the integration of the last two years of college with the first year of graduate study.

Golden Fried „
Va CHICKEN y 7 c
m
m t
•• t.l vntp rrinsn
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-— '
oenrta• wiTn
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»

GLATZ
RESTAURANT

Dr. Gerritt Van Zyl, chairman
of the chemistry department, .^as
announced that all of the senior
chemistry majors in the department have been awarded graduate appointments varying from
$2,600 to $3,600.
Students receiving the honors
from various instutions are: Ro-

Member Sought
for Next Year
The AWS Activities Board is
searching for an independent woman who is not a sorority member to serve on the AWS Board.
This position would involve
planning for such campus activities as Homecoming, May Day
and International Night. Women
interested in this job should contact Nancy Zwart, president of
next year's A W S Activities
Board, before Tuesday, May 21,
so that the member can be appointed this spring.

Open 6 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Daily
Friday —6 a.m.— 9 p.m.
Whether it is a dress for
graduation or a pair of
shorts for sports —

28 W. 8th St.
Phone EX 2-2726

MARGRET'S

2 Doors East of
J.C. Penney Store

has the latest at prices

"Your Home Away From Home"

bert Bredeweg i n analytical
chemistry, from the University
of Southern Illinois; John Fieldhouse, organic chemistry, from
Purdue U n i v e r s i t y ; Robert
Gaugler, physical-organic chemistry, from Penn State University; Mary Havlicek, inorganic
chemistry, from O h i o State
University; Steve Havlicek, organic chemistry, from Ohio State
University.
Others are John Kieft, inorganic chemistry, from the Illinois Institute of Technology;
Roger Kobes, biochemistry. University of Michigan; Robert Koster, organic chemistry. University of Michigan; Bruce Kuiken,
biochemistry. U n i v e r s i t y of

Open Evenings Tues. —F rl.

The most comprehensive move
ever made to encourage creative
writing for the performing arts
has been announced by Jules C.
Stein, chairman of the board of
Universal Pictures, Revue TV
Productions and Decca Records.
Stein revealed the completion
of negotiations establishing MCA
fellowships in creative writing in
15 of the nation's leading universities, covering both tuition
and living expenses for a full
academic year.
The program exceeds in scope
and financing any previous such
effort attempted in the past.
Arrangements to award the
fellowships have already been
concluded with Stanford Univer-

BREDEWEG
SHOE REPAIR
230 River Ave.
(Across from Post Office)
EX 6-3421

We Dye and Repair Shoes

EX 2-2894

205 River Avenue

Washington; Neil Paauwe, physical organic chemistry, Purdue
University; Norman Smith, inorganic chemistry, the University of Massachusetts;
. . - Tony
, 5 . Van
.
Ommeran, physical
physical chemistry,
chemistry,
University of Minnesota; and
Gary Ver Strate, organic chemistry. University of Maryland.

Hope juniors Janet Glass and
Jo Anne Kemink will attend
French language classes at Amboise, France, this summer, it

sity, Brandeis University, University of Michigan, New York
University, Yale, Rutgers, University of North Carolina, Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Catholic University of America,
University of Iowa, Northwestern, University of Texas, University of Wisconsin, Cornell and
Sarah Lawrence College.
In addition, negotiations presently are being carried on with
11 other leading colleges and
universities to establish similar
fellowships in those institutions.
The MCA scholarship or graduate fellowship in creative writing will be awarded to a student,
male or female, in each university who shows exceptional promise in the field of creative writing for the performing arts, i.e.,
the legitimate theatre, motion
pictures or television. The selection of the students to receive
the grants will be at the discretion of the respective universities.
"It is our desire to encourage
the development of new writers
who can creatively contribute to
the performing arts," Stein declared. "After careful study as
to the best method of lending
such encouragement, we decided
upon the granting of fellowships
to deserving students in leading
institutions of higher education."
The MCA fellowships that
have been granted will commence
in September, 1963.

9 A.M.«

11:30 P.M.

Monday • *

9 AM,

- 8:00 P.M.

Tuesday

9 A.M.

- 8:00 P.M.

FULL TIME JOB — $405
Mln. Monthly Guar, plus
$100 to $1000.00 Scholarships. Delivery and Display work. Apply Rm. 103
Van Raalte Hall, May 22,
1963, at 4 p.m.

Thursday

9 A.M.

- 8:00 P.M.

RENA DISTRIBUTORS

44 W . 10th Street

Friday

9 A.M.

• 1:30 A.M.

Car Necessary

EX 2-2828

Saturday

9 A.M.

. 1:30 AM.

Men or Women

We Feature FasMenf For
Co-ffdi

OPEN
Sunday

The programs will include
scenes from various plays directed by the students in David Karsten's Speech 63 class. Students
from James De Young's Speech
73 class will be giving readings
from literature. This evening has
come to be known by the name
of the "63-73 Evening."
Readings will be from James
Weldon Johnson, Dorothy Parker and James Thurber.
Plays from which scenes will
be chosen are: All My Sons to
be directed by Leanne Ridderhoff; The Glass Menagerie by
Ruth De Boer; The Lady's Not
For Burning by Carol Kuyper;
Under the Yum Yum Tree by
Carol Wagner; Diary Of A
Scoundrel by Sharon Meeuwsen;
O t h e l l o b y Robert Dunton; and
T h e Caretaker by Jan Blom.

Two Hopeites to Travel,
to Study under AMLEC

Creative Writing for Arts
Encouraged by Competition

Lakewood Shopping Plaza

LOOK
Vogue Restaurant

T

SIGNS OF SPRING—Despite the proverbial adages and complaints about low teacher salaries, the Hope College faculty received a general pay increase around spring vacation. New appearances on campus show that at least two professors are using
their added income toward new cars. Dr. Joan Mueller has made
the big switch from a VW to a dark blue Sting Ray Corvette,
while Dr. Morrette Rider sports a new Buick Riviera.

you can afford. Liberal
credit, alsol

Daily Noon & Evening

SPECIALS
65c and up

Final programs for students in
the directing and advanced interpretation classes will be presented May 21, 22, and 23 at 7:30
p.m. in the Little Theatre.

All Senior Chem Majors Receive Grants

by A WS Board
A&W ROOT BEER

Final Plays
Show Talent
of Students

PERSONALITY
BEAUTY SALON

was announced by Fredric J.
Mortimore, Director of t h e
American Language and Educational Center at Michigan State
University.
Following six weeks of intensive language instruction, participants in the AMLEC programs
will travel in Europe for three
weeks before returning to the.
United States in September.
Participants in the AMLEC
language programs will live in
private European homes, thereby
encouraging use of the language
being studied and facilitating
personal contact with the people
in whose country the students
will be guests.
Similar inexpensive programs
of 7, 10, 11 or 12 week duration
are offered beginning in September, January, April and June,
respectively, according to Mortimore. Courses are held at Barcelona and Madrid, Spain; Paris,
France; Lausanne, Switzerland;
Cologne, Germany; and Florence r
Italy.
Inquiries may be directed to
AMLEC, Kellogg Center, MSU,
East Lansing, Mich.

Tulip Time
(Continued from page 1)
"Project Windmill" committee
are fulfilled, an authentic windmill, shipped from the Netherlands, will be built on the island
adjacent to northeast River Avenue. An historic reminder of the
Dutch heritage, the mill will
grind flour, run by a miller whose
cottage will be constructed nearby.
Hope students are often involved in the Festival's dances,
street scrubbing, as well as in
taking part time work with the
city's merchants. Students are
also involved in a search to find,
during the four day business
boom, a store or restaurant
whose prices are still adaptable
to the college budget Prices stay
the same at Boone's City Kitchen, the A & W, the Hitching
Post, Jack's, as well as at Russ*.
However, Cumerford's, Hoffman's, the Warm Friend and
the Vogue all raise their prices
somewhat.
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Hope Assists U of M
in Research Project

• •
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Four hundred Hope students
have been selected as participating contributors to a research
study in which five liberal arts
colleges in Michigan are cooperating with the University of
Michigan.
This week questionnaires were
distributed to those selected, with
the request that they spend about
45 minutes in responding. The
completed questionnaires will
then be returned in sealed envelopes to Dr. John Hollenbach, who
will forward them, still sealed, to
the project director, C. Grey Austin, at the University of Michigan.
In all, over 1,600 students will

participate in the study. 1,200
will be graduating seniors of the
five colleges. The remainder will
be a random sample drawn from
the other three classes.
Faculty members also filled out
a different questionnaire.
The researchj^ojoot is-a^part
of tJie-OTichlgan Scholars in Col
?ge Teaching Program, direct*
fema
of the U of M, and coordinated
on the Hope campus by Dr. Hollenbach.
Sponsored by the Ford Foundation, the Michigan Scholars
Program helps qualified students
move toward college teaching careers by providing information,
special counseling opportunities
for independent study and teaching experiences and the integration of the last two years of college with the first year of graduate study.

A ED We lcomes
11 New Pre-Meds
at Frat Dinner
At the annual Spring Banquet
on May 9, Alpha Epsilon Delta
welcomed 11 new members.
They are Joseph Solman, Robert De Young, Leonard Dorsy,
John Van Belois, David Mouw,
Loren Meengs, William Meengs,
Howard Norlin, Alan Robertson,
and Calvin Dykstra.
The honorary pre-medical f r a ternity also welcomed Dr. Norman Rieck of the Biology department as a honorary member.
Elected also at the same meeting were new officers for the
coming year: James Hawkins,
President; Howard Norlin, vicepresident; John Van Belois, corresponding secretary; Jean Van
De Polder, recording secretary;
and James Wiegerink, treasurer.

Final Plays
Show Talent
of Students
'»

zxra*
•'

SIGNS OF SPRING—Despite the proverbial adages and complaints about low teacher salaries, the Hope College faculty received a general pay increase around spring vacation. New appearances on campus show that at least two professors are using
their added income toward new cars. Dr. Joan Mueller has made
the big switch from a VW to a dark blue Sting Ray Corvette,
while Dr. Morrette Rider sports a new Buick Riviera.

All Senior Chem Majors Receive Grants
Dr. Gerritt Van Zyl, chairman
of the chemistry department, has
announced that all of the senior
chemistry majors in the department have been awarded graduate appointments varying from
$2,600 to $3,600.
Students receiving the honors
from various instutions are: Ro-

Member Sought
for Next Year

A&W ROOT BiER
Golden Fried
1/2 CHICKEN 97e

by AWS Board
The AWS Activities Board is
searching for an independent woman who is not a sorority member to serve on the AWS Board.

This position would involve
dfrrva WiTn vnfp rr#ncn rrtw
Tonqv CcU Sfaw * Dtonf M ft Honey planning for such campus activities as Homecoming, May Day
and International Night. Women
interested in this job should contact Nancy Zwart, president of
next year's A W S Activities
Board, before Tuesday, May 21,
so that the member can be appointed this spring.

GLATZ

RESTAURANT

Open 6 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Daily
Friday —6 a.m.— 9 p.m.

Whether it is a dress for
graduation or a pair of
shorts for sports —

28 W. 8th St.
Phone EX 2-2726

MARGRET'S

2 Doors East of
J.C. Penney Store

has the latest at prices

"Your Home Away From Home"

BREDEWEG
SHOE REPAIR

LOOK
Vogue Restaurant

(Across from Post Office)
EX 6-3421

We Dye and Repair Shoes

sity, Brandeis University, University of Michigan, New York
University, Yale, Rutgers, University of North Carolina, Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Catholic University of America.
University of Iowa, Northwestem. University of Texas, University of Wisconsin, Cornell and
Sarah Lawrence College.
In addition, negotiations presently are being carried on with
11 other leading colleges and
universities to establish similar
fellowships in those institutions.
The MCA scholarship or graduate fellowship in creative writing will be awarded to a student,
male or female, in each university who shows exceptional promise in the field of creative writing for the performing arts, i.e.,
the legitimate theatre, motion
pictures or television. The selection of the students to receive
the grants will be at the discretion of the respective universities.
"It is our desire to encourage
the development of new writers
who can creatively contribute to
the performing arts," Stein declared. **After careful study as
to the best method of lending
such encouragement, we decided
upon the granting of fellowships
to deserving students in leading
institutions of higher education."
The MCA fellowships that
have been granted will commence
in September, 1963.

T u e s d a y • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 A.^A.

- 8:00 P.M.

FULL TIME JOB — $405
Mln. Monthly Guar, plus
$100 to $1000.00 Scholarships. Delivery and Display work. Apply Rm. 103
Van Raalte Hall, May 22,
1963, at 4 p.m.

Thursday

9 AM.

- 8:00 P.M.

RENA DISTRIBUTORS

44 W . 10th Street

Car Necessary

EX 2-2828

9 AM.

. 1:30 A.M.

9 AM.

- 1:30 AM.

Men or Women

We Feofvre Fasfifens For
Co-Ms

OPEN
Sunday
Monday •

«t

230 River Ave.

EX 2-2894

205 River Avenue

Hope juniors Janet Glass and
Jo Anne Kemink will attend
French language classes at Amboise, France, this summer, it

Encouraged by Competition
The most comprehensive move
ever made to encourage creative
writing for the performing arts
has been announced by Jules C.
Stein, chairman of the board of
Universal Pictures, Revue TV
Productions and Decca Records.
Stein revealed the completion
of negotiations establishing MCA
fellowships in creative writing in
15 of the nation's leading universities, covering both tuition
and living expenses for a full
academic year.
The program exceeds in scope
and financing any previous such
effort attempted in the past.
Arrangements to award the
fellowships have already been
concluded with Stanford Univer-

Friday
Saturday
'

9 AM. -

11:30 P.M.

9 AM.

- 8:00 P.M.

The programs will include
scenes from various plays directed by the students in David Karsten's Speech 63 class. Students
from James De Young's Speech
73 class will be giving readings
from literature. This evening has
come to be known by the name
of the "63-73 Evening."
Readings will be from James
Weldon Johnson, Dorothy Parker and James Thurber.
Plays from which scenes will
be cbosen are: All My Sons to
be directed by Leanne Ridderhoff; The Glass Menagerie by
Ruth De Boer; The Lady's Not
For Burning by Carol Kuyper;
Under the Yum Yum Tree by
Carol Wagner; Diary Of A
Scoundrel by Sharon Meeuwsen;
Othello by Robert Dunton; and
The Caretaker by Jan Blom.

Two Hopeites to Travel,
to Study under AMLEC

O

Lakewood Shopping Plaza
Open Evenings Tues. —F ri.

Washington; Neil Paauwe, physical organic chemistry, Purdue
University; Norman Smith, inorganic chemistry, the University of Massachusetts; Tony Van
Ommeran, physical chemistry.
University of Minnesota; and
Gary Ver Strate, organic chemistry, University of Maryland.

Creative Writins for Arts

you can afford. Liberal
credit, alsol

Daily Noon & Evening

SPECIALS
65c and up

bert Bredeweg i n analytical
chemistry, from the University
of Southern Illinois; John Fieldhouse, organic chemistry, from
Purdue U n i v e r s i t y ; Robert
Gaugler, physical-organic chemistry, from Penn State University; Mary Havlicek, inorganic
chemistry, from O h i o State
University; Steve Havlicek, organic chemistry, from Ohio State
University.
Others are John Kieft, inorganic1 chemistry, from the Illinois Institute of Technology;
Roger Kobes, biochemistry. University of Michigan; Robert Roster, organic chemistry, University of Michigan; Bruce Kuiken,
biochemistry. U n i v e r s i t y of

r 'u

Final programs for students in
the directing and advanced interpretation classes will be presented May 21, 22, and 23 at 7:30
p.m. in the Little Theatre.

W/.fm
•

*

PERSONALITY
BEAUTY SALON

was announced by Fredric J.
Mortimore, Director of t h e
American Language and Educational Center at Michigan State
University.
~*
Following six weeks of intensive language instruction, participants in the AMLEC programs
will travel in Europe for three
weeks before returning to the.
United States in September.
Participants in the AMLEC
language programs will live in
private European homes, thereby
encouraging use of the language
being studied and facilitating
personal contact with the people
in whose country the students
will be guests.
Similar inexpensive programs
of 7, 10, 11 or 12 week duration
are offered beginning in September, January, April and June,
respectively, according to Mortimore. Courses are held at Barcelona and Madrid, Spain; Paris,
France; Lausanne, Switzerland;
Cologne, Germany; and Florence,
Italy.
Inquiries may be directed to
AMLEC, Kellogg Center, MSU,
East Lansing, Mich.

Tulip Time
(Continued from page 1)
"Project Windmill" committee
are fulfilled, an authentic windmill, shipped from the Netherlands, will be built on the island
adjacent to northeast River Avenue. An historic reminder of the
Dutch heritage, the mill will
grind flour, run by a miller whose
cottage will be constructed nearby.
Hope students are often involved in the Festival's dances,
street scrubbing, as well as in
taking part time work with the
city's merchants. Students are
also involved in a search to find,
during the four day business
boom, a store or restaurant
whose prices are still adaptable
to the college budget. Prices stay
the same at Boone's City Kitchen, the A & W, the Hitching
Post, Jack's, as well as at Russ'.
However, Cumerford's, Hoffman's, the Warm Friend and
the Vogue all raise their prices
somewhat.
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Articles on Literature
to Focus on Novelist

i
4

CALIGULA—Actors participating in the P&M production of
Camus' "Caligula" include Sue Hitt, Dale Conklin, John de Velder,
Abla Antar, B.J. Berghorst, Nancy Rees, Larry Haverkamp, Bob
Tigelaar, and Marsha Zamoida.

EDITOR'S NOTE. In these last
two issues of the anchor there
will be a focus on books. This is
the first of two articles/features
which will present the major
trends in literature today and the
major novelists writing today. In
next week's issue there will bp a
sharper focus on three men, John
Updike, Alexander Solzhenitsyn,
and Eugene Burdick. Mention
will also be made of Edward Albee's most recent play, ' T h e
American Dream."
by David Kleis
There are more than 2,000 novels published every year. To some
this perhaps means nothing. To
me it means heavy reading and
headaches, the former pleasureable and the latter painful. The
plight of the novel today is less
a lack of serious talent, which
seems more abundant than ever,
than of publishing procedures and
difficulties. Thus before making

''Caligula'' Hero ic Effort
by Dr. Edward Savage
David Karsten's production of
Albert Camus' Caligula, currently being presented a t Snow
Auditorium this weekend, is, to
speak conservatively, an heroic
effort. Great time and care has
been expended to recreate, in the
limited space allowed, the Roman world of 41 A.D. An ingenious unit set which allows for
swift and panoramic action, and
costumes which recall the extravagance of imperial Rome do
much to establish from the start
of the play the atmosphere of
splendor which surrounded the
madcap Emperor Caligula.
. As the play unfolds, however,
we are gradually forced to realize that the characters who people this world (excepting Caligula, the courtesan Caesonia, the
slave Helicon and the poet Scipio) are sham, with no more integrity: than the painted risers
and flats which simulate the solid Roman marble. Quickest to
recognize this fact is the Emperor Caligula, who immediately
embarks upon a career of robbery, seduction, murder and blasphemy to expose the time-honor-

ed slogans of "the State is All,"
"the Emperor is God," "the Gods
are Good," "My Life for My
Country," and "Money is the
Root of All Evil," to mention a
few, as hollow cliches.
But Caligula is not only a political social satire. It is also a
drama of the human heart versus the human intellect. For in
his ruthless subjugation of all
sentimentality to the scrutiny of
logic, Caligula also destroys the
people he loves and the people
who love him by obliterating every non-rational sentiment with
which he comes in contact. Hence
he arrives at the death which he
has so fiendishly planned for
himself, still in search of "the
Impossible," not realizing that he
has attained the Impossible (the
miraculous?) in that unqualified
and selfless love offered to him
by Caesonia, Helicon and Scipio,
but not accepted. Caligula is ft
hero in the purest Marlovian t r a dition.
Admittedly, Caligula is a
shocking drama. We of Hope
College, Holland, Mich, are reluctant (to speak mildly) to see
gaping holes poked in our own

(complacent?)
acceptance o f
"the Sanctity of the Home,"
" 'My Country, 'Tis of Thee' ",
and "the Rock of the Church."
Furthermore, the devices Camus
employs to bring about this painful revaluation of ourselves, our
values and the relationship between US and THEM are f a r
from conventional: blatantly exposed bestiality, grotesquerie in
transvestitism, a mocking poetry
contest and brutal assassination,
all on stage. Camus himself, nevertheless, does jutify his procedure. He wrote in his introduction
to Caligula:
Some found my play provocative who nevertheless
consider it natural for Oedipus to kill his father and
marry his mother and who
accept the adulterous triangle if it is placed, to be sure,
in the best society. Yet I
(Continued on page 6)

some reading suggestions, let me
point out the diversity of today's
fiction.
First there are the so-called
"traditionalists." Of these Katherine Anne Porter of Ship of
Fools fame or infamy, and Graham Greene are the foremost
novelists. Greene's
Burnt-Out
Case is overtly Conradian, as
Querry is seen on the opening
pages telling a story while lying
on the deck of a sHp, heading
into "the heart of darkness."
"Greene has the tendency to enshrine language in an exquisite
tabernacle and there to venerate
it as an impersonal deity," someone has said. His novels are
unique and certainlf more profound than Porter's allegory.
which has become to many almost
laughable.
Then there are the "activists."
Saul Bellow has written three
activistic novels of considerable
merit: Adventures of Augie
March, Henderson, Rain King,
and Dangling Man. Bernard Malamud's novel A New Life and
Phillip Roth's Letting Go are also
novels of the twentieth century
by children of the age of analysis
and annihilation. The "activists"
all write with stylistic wit and
eclectic abandonment. These novelists are concerned with the details of the central hero's energetic quest, an aimless, almost
listless search through endless
wastelands of everyday existence.
He is a comical-tragical, freelanie reporter of his own private
meanings and significances.
Third are the so-called "antirealists." Some critics break this
down still further into "pure antirealists," and "marginal antirealists." In the former group
Samuel Beckett is the foremost
exponent with his trilogy Molloy,
Malone Dies, and The Unnameable. Beckett is probably best
known for his drama but his
novels are worth knowing and
reading. Joseph Heller is also a
"purist," but his novel Catch-22,
is in no way pure, literarily or
ethically, and is terrible fiction.
In the latter group there are

many familiar faces. Lawrence
Durrell (The Alexandrian Quartet and The Dark Labyrinth),
William Golding (Lord of the
Flies, Free Fall and Pincer Martin), Vladimir Nabokov (Lolita,
Pale Fire, and, most recently.
The Gift) and John Hawkes who
is being heralded as America's
Franz Kafka with his novel The
Cannibal.

•*

There are, besides thes labeled
novelists, many un-labeled men,
such as Henry Miller, who defy
codification. There is John Updike, whom I shall consider in
more detail next week. There is
Eugene Burdick, who had the misfortune of writing a book known
as Fail Safe, but who also has
written The Wenth Wove, a novel
of a young man who represents
perhaps better than any one else
the condition of humanity today
on a college or university level.
There is Drury's A Shade of Difference, which every college student should read. Or Robert Walker's Stacy Tower, another powerful novel of the university campus. There is Gunther Grass' modern monument of a man called
Drum, The Tin Drum, which
should challenge the best of readers. Also Hal Borland's simple but
moving novel of a man who
wouldn't accept has past and carried on a private war with himself for years, only to realize
that "when the legends die, the
dreams end, and when the dreams
end, there is no more greatness."
There is greatness in Borland's
novel When the Legends Die.

»•

There is in books the greatness
of man. And for the seeking
reader, the pulse of the writer
and the beating of his heart. But
if you, perchance, grow weary of
the conflict and chaos of this
cacaphonous age, read Thomas
Carlyle or Robert Browning (or
David's eigth psalm). Your being
will be enhanced, as in listening
to one of Chopin's "Ballades,"
following a performance of Riegger's or Menin's or Copland's
third symphony.

Greek Week Revisited

Ti

W '

Dean of Women Retires
(Continued from page 1)
temational good will on Hope's
campus.
Miss Reeverts served as vicepresident of the Michigan Association of Women Deans and
Counselors in 1954-66. She served
as its president in 1956-58.
This year an Emma M. Reeverts Fund was created by an
anonymous alumna. The fund
was set up to be used a t the discretion of the Dean of Women to
help one or more women students who may be in need of
special financial assistance during the school year.

ciple. Dean Reeverts' undeviating
efforts to maintain standards of
good taste and manners, to foster
concern for right relationships
and right conduct, and to develop
strong, r e s p o n s i b l e women's
house government in the midst of
all this growth and change form
her greatest single contribution.
This contribution is one which is
more fully appreciated and understood as she is about to leave
Hope. We wish her Godspeed in
the years ahead."

Dr. John Hollenbach says:
"In June, 1963, Hope College
will lose, through retirement, the
services of one of its key administrators, Dean Emma Reeverts.
During the seventeen years she
has served in this capacity, I
have worked closely with her and
have become increasingly appreciative of her untiring devotion
to carrying out her many, varied,
and ... often most difficult tasks.
She-r never spared herself in
working for a better Hope Colie^e.
•. ^These seventeen years l a v e
been a period of great growth
arid change. There has been need
for flexibility, but also for prin-

MISS EMMA REEVERTS

by Carole Timkovich
KAPPA ETA NU Last Saturday evening the
Knicks and their dates enjoyed themselves in a
"Polynesian Paradise" at the Mai Kai Lounge in
South Haven, site of this year's spring Informal.
M.C.'d by Joe Rise, the evening's entertainment
included a paper by Jack Melichar and a performance by the New World Ministrels, followed by a
pinning ceremony and a serenade. Special guests
were Dean and Mrs. William Vander Lugt, Mr.
and Mrs. William Greij, Dr. David Powell and Miss
Carwell. Special thanks to Bob Runyun, chairman
of the Informal.
The Knicks would also like to express their
gratitude to Bruce Roe and Paul Kieffer, co-chairmen of spring rush, and to Coach Dave Boelhouwer for a job well done.
Mention should be made of the fine job new
pledges have done on the Alumni File, and f o r the
paint job on a neighbor's home.
Heartiest congratulations to Graham Duryee,
pinned to Sue Johnson (Fredonia State University) and to Tom Peddie, pinned to Gayle Rypstra (Sib).
SIGMA IOTA BETA Sibs enjoyed "Beautiful Hawaii" a t II Forno's last Friday with guests Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Sherburne and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Benes. Highlighting the informal was entertainment by Joni Vander Veen, Mary Ten Pas and
Laura Lee Barratt. Special thanks to Joyce De
Korver, chairman, for an Informal to remember.
This evening actives and pledges will spend a
sleepless night at their house party on the lake.
DELTA PHI Monday Delphis honored their new
pledges a t a beach party and Friday the fun was
continued a t the spring louse party a t Junia Dalman's cottage. Wednesday Delphis were guests a t
the Cosmo house where their brothers entertained
them at a barbeque in the back yard.

ALPHA GAMMA PHI The Arkies and Alpha Phi
enjoyed a joint meeting Friday evening. Humorous
entertainment was provided by Ruth De Boer,
Tracy Fisher and Bruce Gillies. Later the group
adjourned to the Arkie house for dancing, games
and refreshments.
KAPPA CHI Last Sunday, a dinner meeting for
actives and new pledges was held in Phelps. There
Betty Slot and Lee Ridderhoff were named pledge
masters, and Kathy Lenel, pledge captain.
At a business meeting last Friday, officers
for the fall term were elected. Linda Lucas is the
new president, Betty Lou Dietch, vice-president,
Barb Yager, treasurer and Charyle Yeager, corresponding secretary.
Many thanks to Jane Woodby and Sue Radliff,
co-chairmen of the Informal, held at Prospect
Point. Dancing followed an afternoon of activity
and a smorgasbord-roast beef dinner. Dr. and Mrs.
William Schrier and Dean and Mrs. James Harvey
served as chaperones.
Best wishes to Bev Brown and Steve Millar,
pinned at the Informal.
CHI PHI SIGMA The Arcadians extend congratulations and welcome to new Arkie pledges Roy
Anker, Bill Bouma, Bill Cooke, Bill Cathcart, Jim
Dibbet, Herm Hoeksema, Bob Jackson, Blaine McKinley, A1 Miedema, Jack Schrier, Dennis Sturgis,
Hans Vogelaar and Don White.
Castle Park was the scene of the Arcadian
Informal "Spring Silhouettes" Saturday, May 4.
The Arkies, their dates and chaperones Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Brewer and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Van
Hoeven enjoyed the program of recreation, a
roast beef dinner and dancing to the music of the
Eastonians.
Congratulations are extended to Paul Kleinheksel and Nancy Nykerk, engaged a t the Informal.
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Panel Views
Many Roles
at SCA Meet
by Paul Lucas
A diversified panel had some
diversified things to say about
the distinctive role of a Christian
college a t the meeting Tuesday
evening.
The panelists were Dr. Mueller, the Rev. Jentz, Dr. Crook and
Dr. Dykstra of the English, religion and Bible, biology, and
philosophy departments, respectively.
Dr. Mueller began by pointing
out as a distinct element in
Christian education its practice
of the two basic Christian laws:
concern for the Creator or
"cosmic scheme," and concern for
neighbor as self. It was pointed
out, however, that dedication to
a higher ideal or scheme, or a
person-to-person ethic is not
sufficient to distinguish a Christian college from one based upon
quite
different philosophical
ideas.
Jentz suggested that one look
especially at worship, which he
defined as "in a Christian community, t h e acknowledgement
that one's strivings and attainments are at best finite and approximate," that is, a recognition
of a "transcendent point of r e f erence."
Dykstra, while pointing out
that many a Christian college
seems to be quite absolute in its
views, also suggested an academic ramification of this "point of
reference." "A person with faith
in God has a way of living with
his limitations," he said; "the
world won't come to an end if
you make a slip."
Jentz agreed that many people without faith examine a new
philosophy, for example, either
to see if it is something to which
they can wholly commit themselves, or to see if they can "poke
it full of holes." With a basic
faith, added Dykstra, one can
carry on honest intellectual inquiry without going toward nihilism or despair.
Perhaps t h e most specific
statement of the main characteristic of the Christian college was
made by Crook, although his approach was viewed with some
reservation "by others who were
present. The Christian college, he
said, "has found out certain answers to questions and offers them
to the students. Here we make
recommendations on the basis of
what we have learned." The secular school, in contrast, he said,
presents various ideas to an individual without any recommendation, and lets him choose.

Problems of Spring
A sign on a wall in Kollen Hall warns:
"Caution! Lock Your Doors! Hide Your Money!
Don't leave any money around at all. Over
$100 has been stolen from various parts of
the hall."
Stealing? At Hope College? Unfortunately, yes.
An African student recently cashed a
check for $50. That night, between 1:00 a.m.
and 6:30 a.m., someone took the money from
his room.
Another student put his clothes in a Resident Advisor's room and left to take a shower.
When he returned, $20 was gone.
A number of other students have also
been reporting the loss of five and ten dollar
bills, plus loose change.
It must be admitted that often the students leave themselves vulnerable for robbery
through basic carelessness: leaving doors unlocked, money in obvious places, etc. Perhaps
this arises out of a basic trust in man. However, the fact remains that someone is capitalizing on this carelessness.
Why? Is someone really in such financial
straits that stealing is the only answer? "Doc"
Van Hoeven, Head Resident at Kollen Hall,
doesn't think so. According to Van Hoeven,
"This kind of thing happens around here, and
at many other colleges, like clockwork around
this time of year. Somehow on campus there
builds up some sort of pressure — social, fin-

ancial, or other — in a peculiar way, so that
a kind of tension arises." Indications of pressures on students can be seen in relation to
other things on campus. For example, more
things have been broken in the last few months
than in any of the other months. One student
went so f a r as to put his foot through a food
machine.
Such outbreaks of stealing and destruction of property show that there are some
people on campus unburdened by many scruples, despite what pressures they may have.
But do these incidents indicate a general increasing lack of student moral standards or a
trend toward disregarding the social implications of the Christian principles upon which
this college was founded? The answer, of
course, is no. In the words of Van Hoeven, ',It
is a poor assumption that because this is Hope
College this couldn't or shouldn't happen. The
student body is representative of many types
and needs. In the majority of situations, we
have better than average people when it comes
to the respect of others and private property.
Most students are appalled with the robberies.
What has occurred must be considered the
work of a few individuals feeling much the
same psychological pressures."
So it may be, but until the culprits are
discovered or else learn a little honesty, all
that can be done is to be careful and keep
things locked.

Coming
Events
FRIDAY, MAY 17
P & M's Caligula, Snow Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Art Exhibit by Lemuel Patole,
Seminary Commons
SATURDAY, MAY 18
P & M's Caligula, Snow Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Alpha Phi, Delphi, APO Informals
Art Exhibit by Lemuel Patole,
Seminary Commons
SUNDAY, MAY 19
Chapel Choir Concert, Chapel,
3:00 p.m.
TUESDAY, MAY 21
Theatre and Interpretive Reading Program, Little Theatre, 7:30
p.m.
Piano Recital by students of
Mrs. Robbert, Snow Auditorium,
8:15 p.m.

Notes

From

The

Underground
WEDNESDAY, MAY 22
Honors Convocation, Dr. Robert Cavanaugh, speaker. Chapel,
8:00 p.m.

Natural History

Western Seminary Commencement

by Jim Michmerhnizen
I suppose everybody's noticed
the fishy smell that pervades the
campus after every hard rain.
It's like fisherman's wharf. A
friend of mine has a theory that
the smell is caused by earthworms coming up and rolling a round on the sidewalk until they
get stepped on.
I don't know about that. For
one thing, there's the question
of who steps on them. From the
total student body you subtract
all the girls, a couple dozen of
the more sensitive men, a few
followers of Albert Schweitzer,
and who's l e f t ? Evidently the
dead worms on the sidewalk are
the work of some secret society
. . . come to think of it, a f t e r the
last heavy rain I saw a cluster
of men making strange stamping
motions in back of Van Raalte.
Seniors, I suppose, anticipating
The End in June, happily venting their four years' accumulation of frustrations in a frenzy
of destruction. (Frustration leads
to aggression, quoth the professor.) Now and then a sort of
curdled yelp escaped from their
collective throats. I shivered. .
Then there are the squirrels.

They, of course, are really the
reincarnated souls of old grads
and defunct faculty members.
Don't contradict me; this is
my theory, the only one I've come
up with, ever, and I like it. There
is a kind of justice in the idea;
once a Hopeite (Hopian? Hopean? Funny-looking guy? What
do you call a Hope graduate?),
always a Hopeite.
Some of them appear to be
still working off punishments for
sonje dereliction when they were
students here. I saw one harriedlooking squirrel the other morning at 8:00 making furtive little
dashes for the chapel. He almost
got stepped on in the crush —
like an earthworm.
On a benevolent impulse I
scooped him up and carried him
inside with me. After the first
shock — he raked my hand with
his claws — he saw that I was
trying to help him and settled
gratefully into my arm. We sat
up in the balcony, the squirrel on
my shoulder squeaking a few
times during the hymn. Aside
from that he didn't seem to pay
much attention. Afterwards I
took him over to the Pine Grove

and set him down near a tree.
I started off to class.
Turning for one last glimpse,
I saw him scratching something
on a little piece of cardboard.
A chapel card? I wish I knew;
my glasses were dirty and I
couldn't see well enough to be
sure.

Theatre and Interpretive Reading Program, Little Theatre, 7:30
p.m.
THURSDAY, MAY 23
Hope College Band Concert,
outside Phelps, 6:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, MAY 24
Last anchor of this year
SATURDAY, MAY 25
Exams begin
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Dutch Tracksters Drop Meet;

Kazoo Clips
'H' Netmen
in MIAA
r** ,

*

•1

.

Valparaiso, Calvin Win

.

Netmen from K a l a m a z o o
clipped the wings of the Flying
Dutchmen 7-0 in a tennis match
held here last Saturday.

Tennis Team

The match started as a meeting between the two unbeaten
teams of the MIAA. It ended
with a 4-1 conference record for
the Blue and Orange and a perfect 5-0 record for Kalamazoo.
. SINGLES
Campbell over Hess 5-7, 6-4, 4-6
Johnson over Hopma 6-0, 6-1
Hulst over Lanting 6-0, 6-2
Walters over Stell 6-2, 6-4
Smillie over Hoffman 6-1, 6-0
DOUBLES
Campbell, Harkema over Hess,
Hopma 6-2, 6-3
Johnson, Smillie over Lanting,
Hoffman, 7-5, 7-5

Golfers Lose
at Duck Lake
The Hope College golfers were
defeated by Albion 11-5 Tuesday
afternoon.
Jim Wiersma led the scoring
for Hope with an 81. Albion's
Bill Valuck was low for the day
with a 71, just one over par. The
match was played at Albion's
Duck Lake Country Club.

Final Baseball Standings
8 3

Hope

8 3
6

6

6

6

5

7

Olivet

4

7

Calvin

3

8

Kalamazoo

derven (C), Menning (H). 6'1".
Hope College's t r a c k s t e r s
Broad jump: Schrier (H), Simdropped meets to the Valparaiso
and Calvin College teams May 9 mons (H), Wind (C). 21'.
Javelin: J. Buys (H), Glover
and May 11, respectively. In the
(C), Klein (C). 157,4".
Valparaiso meet Hope captured
four firsts and won a total of 50
points to 85 for their opponents.
Hope's first in the Calvin meet
came only in the field events
where they took four events.
Hommes of Calvin set a new record for the mile with a time of
4:20.7, while his teammate Miedema posted a new record time
of 9:35.7 for the two-mile run.
Pruiksma, also of Calvin, tied
the 440 yard dash record of 49:0.
Results of the Calvin meet are:
Hope College's * girls tennis
Mile run: Hommes (C), Miedeteam ran into tough competition
ma (C), Sterk (H). 4:20.7.
this past week.
440 yd. dash: Pruiksma (C),
De Young (C), Schoon (H). 49:6.
In MIAA tournament played
100 yd. dash: Leetsma (C),
at Albion May 9 and 10 the team
Bolhuis (H), Fialko (H) 10.2.
finished third behind Kalamazoo,
120 highs: Remeur (C), HolCalvin and Albion. Kalamazoo
vick (H), Vriesenga (C). 15.4.
led with 12 points, Calvin and
880 yd. run: Hommes (C),
Albion tied for second with five
Banning (C), Hoffman (H) 2:00.7
and Hope trailed with three.
00.7.
220 yd. dash: Pruiksma (C),
Gaining points for Hope were
Bolhuis (H), Fialko (H). 22.6.
Joanne Visscher, number one
220 yd. lows: Remeur (C),
singles, and the first doubles
Zuiderven (C), Holvick (H).
team of Barbara Kouw and Too25.6.
tie Finlay.
2 mile run: Miedema (C), MenWednesday the girls lost a
sonides (C), Zietsma (C). 9:35.7.
close match on the home court to
Mile relay: Verhulst, De Young
Western Michigan University.
Hommes, Pruiksma (C). 3:25.5.
Winners for Hope were Visscher,
Shot put: Duimstra (C), WynKouw, in singles play and the
stra (C), Winkle (C). 48'1".
second doubles team of Norma
Discus: Duimstra (C), Winkle
French and Sally Kooistra.
(C), Wynstra (C).
The last match of the season
Pole vault: C. Buys (H), Zuiis being played today in Grand
derven (C), Wolters (C). l l ^ ' .
Rapids against Calvin College.
High jump: MacKay (H), Zui-

of Girls Hits

Losing Streak

BASEBALL—Flying Dutchman Jim Bultman takes a hard cut at
the ball during the double header against Kalamazoo Saturday.
Hope and Kazoo split the duo contest, the Hornets winning the
first game 1-0 and the Dutchmen on top 6-2 in the nightcap.

Flying Dutchmen Beat Calvin 2-0;
Hold Co-Championship of MIAA
two hit pitching of George BosThe Flying Dutchmen whipped
worth. Strongman John Mason
Calvin 2-0 Tuesday to become coagain pitched for the Hornets
champions of the MIAA with Aland allowed only six hits.
bion.
Portsider Jim Van Til pitched
Congratulations go to Coach
his best game of the season with
Siedentop and his fine baseball
a two hitter. He whiffed ten hitteam. Although the Dutchmen
ters in the seven inning contest.
have never managed to cop an
Jim Bultman collected three hits
undisputed MIAA championship,
to pace the Dutch attack.
they now have clinched three coThe Calvin Knights proved to
championships — 1953, 1954 and
be spoilers in the second game.
1963.
The game, tied 2-2, was called at
the end of the tenth inning. This
cost Hope a chance to gain the
championship outright. KroodsMICHIGAN
ma, Bosworth, and Glenn Van
Wieren combined to hold the
CLEANERS
Knights to only six hits. The
Dutch collected ten hits but left
EX 6-3421
numerous base runners stranded.
230 Riv«r Ave.
Claire Van Wieren led the Dutch
with three hits.
(Across from Post Office)
The Dutch split a double header with Kazoo College last SatExpert Cleaning
urday. The Hornets of Kalamazoo won the first game 1-0 beand Pressing
hind the one hit pitching of John
Mason. Glenn Van Wieren pitched a sharp four hitter for Hope.
The Dutch rebounded to capture the nightcap 6-2 behind the

WESTRATE'S
Ladies Wearing Apparel
Holland

15 West 8th Street

BULFORD

STUDIO

Portrait Photography
52 East Eighth Street

Telephone EX 2-9608

HERFST

Play by Camus Reviewed
(Coninued from page 4)
have little regard for an art
.. that deliberately aims to
shock because it is unable to
convince. And if I happened,
by ill luck, to be scandalous,
this would result solely from
that immoderate devotion to
truth which an artist cannot
renounce without giving up
his a r t itself.
This production of Caligula
goes f a r towards dramatically
realizing Camus' truth. I was
especially impressed with the
quiet tenderness of Vincent
Kleyla's Scipio, the feline grace
of John De Velder's Helicon, and
the tired elegance of Nancy Rees'
Caesonia. The star of the show,
of course is B. J. Berghorst, who
looks every inch an Emperor and
plays his role with terrifying accuracy. By his subtle nuances in

voice and gesture, Berghorst
moves as an actor from the ebullient amateur to the cool professional.
All in all, from the point of
view of lighting (a fitting swansong to senior Tom Costing),
set, costumes (realized by Robert
Fritch) and direction, Caligula is
a fine production. Granted, I
could have wished for a more
daring treatment of the Venus
scene, Caligula's dance, and the
background
music.
Snow
Auditorium, however, is not the
Theatre-Hebertot, and Holland,
Mich, is not Paris, France.
Deep gratitude goes out to
both David Karsten and James
De Young for making possible
the experience of one of the
great tragedies in contemporary
drama.

FRENCH CLOAK
Exclusively Oun

STUDIO AND PHOTO S U m Y

One Place to go for

30 East 8th Street
EX 2-9006

B O R R S

Use Our Convenient
Lay-Away Plan

B O O T E R Y

tot HERTZ pot xbb fc*

To Rosorve A Cor For Any Occasion

PICTURE FRAMES
CAMERAS
PROJECTORS
FILMS

RUSS'

PHOTO FINISHING
•

Drive In

We Give S&H Green Stamps
•

Phone I X 2-2644
7 West t t h St. Holland

Eating out together - is always fun at RUSS'
Car or inside service
• • w r ' r

••••••»••

SELL USED BOOKS NOW
DO NOT WAIT UNTIL FALL

NEW FOOTWEAR NEEDS
TRY

HBRTZ

Stop In At 234 Control Or Call EX 4 - 8 5 8 3
PORTRAITS

FOR YOUt

Petti * College Town
Sportswear

fftrts rents new Chevroltts and oUmt flat
ears by the hour, day, wmVmtd or week.

Starting May 22nd The Blue Key Book Store will be buying back books
that will be used next fall. The Blue Key will pay 6 0 % of purchase price.
This Is more than paid by most college stores. Books not used here will
be bought at used dealers catalogue price.

FOR YOUR EVERY DRUG STORE NEED RELY ON

HANSEN'S
DRUG
"The Friendly Store"

Needed for Summer School 25 copies — Krech and Crutchfleld: Elem.
of Psychology.

STORE
Phone EX 2-3116

